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The export market is becoming an increasingly attractive short-term alternative for the Mexican
automobile manufacturing sector, which is facing a dramatic drop in domestic sales so far this year.
According to a report published in early October by Grupo Financiero Bancomer (GFM), domestic
sales during 1993 are projected to drop by 15% from last year. In contrast, motor vehicle exports this
year are expected to increase by 5% from 1992. The GFM statistics are corroborated by the Mexican
Automobile Industry Association (Asociacion Mexicana de la Industria Automotriz, AMIA), which
recently reported declines of 11.7% in total automobile production and 12.7% in domestic sales
during January-July. In fact, according to GFM, the Mexican subsidiary of Germany's Volkswagen
was the only automobile manufacturer to report favorable sales results in January-July. The
company sold 101,878 vehicles during that period, up from 94,617 during January-July of last year. In
contrast, the other major manufacturers Nissan, General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler each reported
that sales during the seven-month period were down by several thousand units from a year ago.
In fact, because of the slow sales, Ford is considering an emergency plan to halt production at its
plants in Mexico for a period of 25 days, followed by a reduction in daily output by 15%. Meanwhile,
the prospects for the Mexican domestic market remain uncertain for 1994. Anticipating passage
of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) which would lower import tariffs at least
one of the major automobile manufacturers, Nissan, is projecting increased exports next year. In
early October, Sohichi Amemiya, chairman of Nissan de Mexico's administrative council, predicted
that the company's exports would total 70,000 units during 1994, compared with 50,000 vehicles
projected for this year. In fact, Nissan de Mexico initiated its plan to export 1,600 Tsubame station
wagons per month to Japan, beginning this month. The Tsubame is similar to the Nissan Sentra
model, which is marketed in the US and Canada. Meantime, the Swedish vehicle manufacturer
Saab recently announced plans to open a truck assembly plant in San Luis Potosi state sometime in
the second half of 1994. A company spokesperson said Saab will spend US$10 million on the new
facility. In addition to Saab, such foreign vehicle manufacturers as Toyota, Honda, Volvo and BMW
have expressed interest in starting operations in Mexico. (Sources: Agence France-Presse, 10/04/93;
La Jornada, 10/10/93; El Financiero International, 10/04/93, 10/11/93)
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